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A carefully paced introduction to programming in the C language, this book assumes only a limited previous knowledge of computers and programming. Each concept and
feature of the language is presented as a short lesson, usually restricted to two text pages, illustrated by practical worked examples and supplemented with exercises to aid
student self study. The book will appeal to a broad range of student who is required to study the C programming language, whether at further education or at higher education
level.
This text is intended for students taking single semester units on computer systems, architecture and computer systems technology as part of an HND or undergraduate course.
It describes and illustrates how the hardware and software components that go to make up the computer and its environment are organised and interconnected, thereby
providing an efficient machine capable of carrying out an extensive range of tasks. The author takes a bottom-up approach, beginning with logic gates and data representation
and culminating in an analysis of RISC processors and parallel architectures. Not more than a basic knowledge of computer programming is assumed. Throughout the text, self
test questions are included; each chapter also contains exercises, a summary and suggestions for further reading.
A world list of books in the English language.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
On behalf of the PROFES Organizing Committee we are proud to present to you the proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Product Focused Software Process
Improvement (PROFES 2005), held in Oulu, Finland. Since 1999, PROFES has established itself as one of the recognized inter- tional software process improvement
conferences. Thepurposeoftheconferenceistobringtolightthemostrecent?ndingsand results in the area and to stimulate discussion between researchers, experienced
professionals,andtechnologyproviders.Thelargenumberofparticipantscoming from industry con?rms that the conference provides a variety of up-to-date t- ics and tackles industry
problems. The main theme of PROFES is professional software process improvement (SPI) motivated by product and service quality needs. SPI is facilitated by software process
assessment, software measurement, process modeling, and technology transfer. It has become a practical tool for quality software engineering and management. The
conference addresses both the solutions found in practice and the relevant research results from academia. This is re?ected in the 42 full papers, which are – as in the years
before – a well-balanced mix of academic papers as well as industrial experience reports. The business of developing new applications like mobile and Internet services
orenhancingthefunctionalityofavarietyofproductsusingembeddedsoftwareis rapidlygrowing,maturingandmeetingtheharshbusinessrealities.Theaccepted papers focusing on
wireless and the Internet are grouped into a special “mobile and wireless” session. WewishtothankVTTElectronics,theUniversityofOuluincludingInfotech, and Fraunhofer IESE for
supporting the conference. We are also grateful to the authors for high-quality papers, the Program Committee for their hard work in reviewing the papers, the Organizing
Committee for making the event possible, and all the numerous supporters who helped in organizing this conference.
Summary Revised and updated for Elixir 1.7, Elixir in Action, Second Edition teaches you how to apply Elixir to practical problems associated with scalability, fault tolerance, and high
availability. Along the way, you'll develop an appreciation for, and considerable skill in, a functional and concurrent style of programming. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology When you're building mission-critical software, fault tolerance matters. The Elixir programming language
delivers fast, reliable applications, whether you're building a large-scale distributed system, a set of backend services, or a simple web app. And Elixir's elegant syntax and functional
programming mindset make your software easy to write, read, and maintain. About the Book Elixir in Action, Second Edition teaches you how to build production-quality distributed applications
using the Elixir programming language. Author Saša Juri? introduces this powerful language using examples that highlight the benefits of Elixir's functional and concurrent programming. You'll
discover how the OTP framework can radically reduce tedious low-level coding tasks. You'll also explore practical approaches to concurrency as you learn to distribute a production system
over multiple machines. What's inside Updated for Elixir 1.7 Functional and concurrent programming Introduction to distributed system design Creating deployable releases About the Reader
You'll need intermediate skills with client/server applications and a language like Java, C#, or Ruby. No previous experience with Elixir required. About the Author Saša Juri? is a developer
with extensive experience using Elixir and Erlang in complex server-side systems. Table of Contents First steps Building blocks Control flow Data abstractions Concurrency primitives Generic
server processes Building a concurrent system Fault-tolerance basics Isolating error effects Beyond GenServer Working with components Building a distributed system Running the system
The book takes the reader through a fast but structured crash-course in quantitative finance, from theory to practice. If you are a quantitative analyst, risk manager, actuary, or a professional
working in the field of quantitative finance and want a quick hands-on introduction to the pricing of financial derivatives, this book is ideal for you. You should be familiar with the basic
programming concepts and C++ programming language. You should also be acquainted with calculus of undergraduate level.
In this third edition, the author has arranged the material in five major parts: context, tools, techniques, methods, management and discipline. Within the parts, popular chapters have been
retained and updated to reflect modern developments in the area of information systems development. A number of new chapters have been included on such topics as object-oriented
analysis and design methods, rapid applications development and business process re-engineering. Each chapter contains a number of case studies illustrating the frameworks, techniques
and concepts discussed. A number of exercises are also included to test the understanding of the material. The book will appeal as a core text for first and second level undergarduate
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students taking information systems development modules on a computer science, computer studies, information systems of business studies course.
Running a productive agriculture system has always been about having the right tools and the know-how to pursue optimization and efficiency. In the 21st century, the case can be made that
the agriculturist's most important tool is not the cultivator, but the computer. While you still need to know how to adapt to the day-to-day challenges of land an
Providing in-depth coverage, this book covers the fundamentals of computation and programming in C language. Essential concepts including operators and expressions, input and output
statements, loop statements, arrays, pointers, functions, strings and preprocessors are described in a lucid manner. A unique approach - 'Learn by quiz' - features questions based on
confidence-based learning methodology. It helps the reader to identify the right answer with adequate explanation and reasoning as to why the other options are incorrect. Computer programs
and review questions are interspersed throughout the text. The book is appropriate for undergraduate students of engineering, computer science and information technology. It can be used for
self-study and assists in the understanding of theoretical concepts and their applications.
In this third edition, the authors describe and demonstrate programming in the language C as defined by ANSI standard X3, 159-1989. As in the previous editions, the approach and treatment emphasises the
importance of good program structure and style. This is reinforced by the authors' own system of 'style scoring' used for many of the program examples. All the basic features of C are covered in the first
seven chapters. More advanced features are dealt with in chapters 8-10, while chapter 11 offers guidance on program style. The final chapter lists the functions and features provided by C-standard
conformant implementations, stressing aspects of portability.
Especially designed to teach object oriented programming using the C++ language to those with no previous experience of programming. Throughout the text many straightforward examples are used to
introduce and illustrate new techniques and language features. Each chapter starts with learning objectives and concludes with a number of exercises. Solutions for all exercises are given in an appendix.
Fully updated and revised to include the latest case studies and examples from a broad range of industry sectors, this second edition of Strategic Marketing: An Introduction is a concise, thorough and
enlightening textbook that demonstrates how organizations can cope with a myriad of demands by better understanding themselves, their products or services, and the world around them. From assessing
internal relationships to planning and implementing marketing strategies, and featuring analysis of relationship marketing and strategic alliances, Proctor uses insights from a range of key models and
theoretical frameworks to illustrate how an organization can successfully take advantage of ‘strategic windows’ to improve its position. Core issues covered include: marketing strategy analyzing the business
environment the customer in the market place targeting and positioning marketing mix strategy. This textbook is the complete guide to assessing and imposing a realistic and successful marketing strategy to
fit an organization, its resources and objectives, and the environment in which it operates. Accessibly written and supported by a user-friendly companion website, this new edition of Strategic Marketing: An
Introduction is an essential resource for all students of marketing and business and management. A companion website provides additional material for lecturers and students alike:
www.routledge.com/textbooks/9780415458160/
The book describes the major components of Oracle such as SQL*Plus, PL/SQL, indexing, security and integrity, and distributed databases. Underlying principles are also described: there are chapters on the
objectives of database systems and on the relational model. Its broad coverage also includes database design techniques such as normalisation and entity-relationship modelling. The Oracle application
development tools: SQL*Forms version 3 and SQL*Reportwriter are covered, since these tools are still widely used in universities and in industry. In preparation for Oracle version 8, object oriented concepts
and the object-relational model are described.
Dive deep into the Go language and become an expert Go developer Key Features Second edition of the bestselling guide to advanced Go programming, expanded to cover machine learning, more Go
packages and a range of modern development techniques Completes the Go developer’s education with real-world guides to building high-performance production systems Packed with practical examples
and patterns to apply to your own development work Clearly explains Go nuances and features to remove the frustration from Go development Book Description Often referred to (incorrectly) as Golang, Go
is the high-performance systems language of the future. Mastering Go, Second Edition helps you become a productive expert Go programmer, building and improving on the groundbreaking first edition.
Mastering Go, Second Edition shows how to put Go to work on real production systems. For programmers who already know the Go language basics, this book provides examples, patterns, and clear
explanations to help you deeply understand Go’s capabilities and apply them in your programming work. The book covers the nuances of Go, with in-depth guides on types and structures, packages,
concurrency, network programming, compiler design, optimization, and more. Each chapter ends with exercises and resources to fully embed your new knowledge. This second edition includes a completely
new chapter on machine learning in Go, guiding you from the foundation statistics techniques through simple regression and clustering to classification, neural networks, and anomaly detection. Other
chapters are expanded to cover using Go with Docker and Kubernetes, Git, WebAssembly, JSON, and more. If you take the Go programming language seriously, the second edition of this book is an
essential guide on expert techniques. What you will learn Clear guidance on using Go for production systems Detailed explanations of how Go internals work, the design choices behind the language, and
how to optimize your Go code A full guide to all Go data types, composite types, and data structures Master packages, reflection, and interfaces for effective Go programming Build high-performance systems
networking code, including server and client-side applications Interface with other systems using WebAssembly, JSON, and gRPC Write reliable, high-performance concurrent code Build machine learning
systems in Go, from simple statistical regression to complex neural networks Who this book is for Mastering Go, Second Edition is for Go programmers who already know the language basics, and want to
become expert Go practitioners.

This text is intended as an introduction to the COBOL programming language (and program design) for students who have little or no previous programming experience. The
programming style advocated is based on the 'structured' constructs of COBOL85. The elements of top-down design are covered, together with its implementation using a
hierarchical programming structure. So far as possible, the book has been arranged so that each lesson is short and covers only one topic.
A thoroughly revised and expanded new edition that devotes more space to the use of metrics in planning, monitoring and controlling the software development process, as well
as for the certification of the product. A text for students and professionals; exercises are included.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
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included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a
used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. --In Starting
Out with C++ : From Control Structures through Objects, Brief Edition, 7e, Gaddis takes a problem-solving approach, inspiring students to understand the logic behind developing
quality programs while introducing the C++ programming language. This style of teaching builds programming confidence and enhances each student's development of
programming skills. This edition in the Starting Out Series covers the core programming concepts that are introduced in the first semester introductory programming course. As
with all Gaddis texts, clear and easy-to-read code listings, concise and practical real-world examples, and an abundance of exercises appear in every chapter. This book includes
the first 15 chapters from the best-selling Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects, and covers the core programming concepts that are introduced in the
first semester introductory programming course. MyProgrammingLab for Starting Out with C++ is a total learning package. MyProgrammingLab is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program that truly engages students in learning. It helps students better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams-resulting in better performance in the course-and
provides educators a dynamic set of tools for gauging individual and class progress. And, MyProgrammingLab comes from Pearson, your partner in providing the best digital
learning experiences. ¿ Note: If you are purchasing the standalone text or electronic version, MyProgrammingLab does not come automatically packaged with the text. To
purchase MyProgrammingLab, please visit: myprogramminglab.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text + MyProgrammingLab by searching for ISBN 10:
0132926865 / ISBN 13: 9780132926867.¿ MyProgrammingLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
This programming guide describes object-oriented techniques, and shows how they can be used in the development of a reasonably larger program which is implemented in
C++. Choosing the example of a computer-based drawing package, R.J. Mitchell demonstrates programming techniques in a practical way. Exercises are included that build on
the discussion of individual chapters. All the programs are available on diskette. Other books by Mitchell include Microcomputer Systems Using the STE Bus and Modula-2
Applied.
The first of two texts by the same author about the development of computer systems (the companion book is Introductory Systems Design). It describes a series of models and
skills that will enable the definition and delivery of effective, maintainable and flexible information systems.
This book provides a practical course for programmers and students on degree and diploma courses who want to understand and apply Jackson Structured Programming. In this completely reset edition, the
opportunity has been taken to include many additional diagrams, as an aid to the production of data structures in both the examples and solutions to exercises. A testing method appropriate to JSP is
described in detail in chapter 13. Four case studies are included. Solutions are provided for all exercises and case studies.
Providing an introduction to the basic concepts behind any computer operating system, this book contains suitable material to support a full course on operating systems for students with a basic
understanding of computer science or some practical experience of computing. It will also appeal to engineers developing software for embedded systems.
Develop your JavaScript programming skills by learning strategies and techniques commonly used in modern full-stack application development Key Features Write and deploy full-stack applications
efficiently with JavaScript Delve into JavaScript’s multiple programming paradigms Get up to speed with core concepts such as modularity and functional programming to write efficient code Book Description
In depth knowledge of JavaScript makes it easier to learn a variety of other frameworks, including React, Angular, and related tools and libraries. This book is designed to help you cover the core JavaScript
concepts you need to build modern applications. You'll start by learning how to represent an HTML document in the Document Object Model (DOM). Then, you'll combine your knowledge of the DOM and
Node.js to create a web scraper for practical situations. As you read through further lessons, you'll create a Node.js-based RESTful API using the Express library for Node.js. You'll also understand how
modular designs can be used for better reusability and collaboration with multiple developers on a single project. Later lessons will guide you through building unit tests, which ensure that the core functionality
of your program is not affected over time. The book will also demonstrate how constructors, async/await, and events can load your applications quickly and efficiently. Finally, you'll gain useful insights into
functional programming concepts such as immutability, pure functions, and higher-order functions. By the end of this book, you'll have the skills you need to tackle any real-world JavaScript development
problem using a modern JavaScript approach, both for the client and server sides. What you will learn Apply the core concepts of functional programming Build a Node.js project that uses the Express.js
library to host an API Create unit tests for a Node.js project to validate it Use the Cheerio library with Node.js to create a basic web scraper Develop a React interface to build processing flows Use callbacks
as a basic way to bring control back Who this book is for If you want to advance from being a frontend developer to a full-stack developer and learn how Node.js can be used for hosting full-stack applications,
this is an ideal book for you. After reading this book, you'll be able to write better JavaScript code and learn about the latest trends in the language. To easily grasp the concepts explained here, you should
know the basic syntax of JavaScript and should've worked with popular frontend libraries such as jQuery. You should have also used JavaScript with HTML and CSS but not necessarily Node.js.
C ProgrammingMacmillan International Higher Education
This concise text, which will appeal to all students of real-time software design, examines the conceptual problems of designing software that can successfully deal with the problems of multiple processes,
multiple activities and multiple resources, with particular reference to transaction processing. After an introduction describing the terminology and giving a general outline of software design approaches, the
author presents an informal set of problems, and their solutions in scenarios of increasing complexity, illustrated by examples drawn from everyday life.
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